
EXPERIENCE
ULTIMATE PRIVACY

WHY CHOOSE
BLACK ENVY

Find out more at
solartintgroup.com.au

Roam the streets in ultimate privacy with our darkest legal 
tint, backed by a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty.

Black Envy is a naturally black dyed window film to achieve 
a pitch-black hue that’s in line with Australian standards.

Blocking 99% of the sun’s ultraviolet rays, you’ll glide 
through streets protected from the sun’s harmful effects.

The film is available in a wide range of shades and has a non-
reflective appearance which is a great match for vehicles with 
existing privacy glass. 

You’ll experience heat rejection for improved driving comfort. 
And, with a tint this dark, 59% of road glare is reduced, so you 
won’t have to worry about uncomfortable journeys ever again.

Looking for Peace of Mind?
All of Solartint’s automotive window films are 100% backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty*
*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.

UV RAYS BLOCKED DARKEST LEGALGLARE REDUCED

Drive protected from UV and reduce 
your interior’s from fading.

No more uncomfortable journeys from 
excess road glare.

Darkest Legal colour available in the 
Australian market.
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WHY CHOOSE BLACK ENVY
The film is available in a wide range of shades and has a non-reflective 
appearance which is a great match for vehicles with existing privacy glass. 

You’ll experience heat rejection for improved driving comfort. And, with 
a tint this dark, 59% of road glare is reduced, so you won’t have to worry 
about uncomfortable journeys ever again.

EMBRACE YOUR
DARK SIDE

Pitch black privacy, with the darkest legal window film in Australia. 

Roam the streets in ultimate privacy with our darkest legal tint, 
backed by a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty.
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WINDOW TINTING

®Looking for Peace of Mind?
All of Solartint’s automotive window films are 100% backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty*
*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.
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